How to Cite

BNA Publications
In nearly all legal writing, the authorities that support the author’s assertions must be identified. Most statements in a brief, memorandum, or other legal writing require a citation to other sources that form the basis for the statement. Citations permit the reader to understand the nature of the source and locate it if desired. One major system of citation long institutionalized in courts, law schools, and law firms is provided by A Uniform System of Citation, commonly known as the Bluebook because it is bound in a blue cover. In certain circumstances it is necessary to depart from Bluebook style as many courts, law reviews, individual law firms, and lawyers prefer to adopt their own variations. As a general rule, however, Bluebook citation format remains the prevailing system of citation.

BNA publications are commonly cited in briefs, memorandums, law reviews, and court opinions. Even the U.S. Supreme Court has cited BNA publications. BNA publishes not only the full text of cases in a variety of areas but also valuable analysis of legal issues that serve as persuasive authority.

The following guide, prepared by BNA’s reference librarians, offers Bluebook citations for the majority of BNA publications. As with all citation guides, users are encouraged to check with their court, firm, or school for any unique rules used in the institution. Good luck, and happy Bluebooking.
ABA/BNA Lawyers’ Manual on Professional Conduct
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Law. Man. on Prof. Conduct (ABA/BNA)

ABA/BNA Lawyers’ Manual on Professional Conduct Current Reports
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Law. Man. on Prof. Conduct (ABA/BNA)

Accounting Policy & Practice Report
Format: Newsletter

Affirmative Action Compliance Manual for Federal Contractors
Format: Looseleaf service

Alternative Investment Law Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Alternative Inv. & L. Rep. (BNA)

BNA's Americans with Disabilities Act Manual
Format: Looseleaf service
Bluebook Cite Format: Am. with Disabilities Act Man. (BNA)

BNA's Americans with Disabilities Act Manual
[Newsletter]
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Am. with Disabilities Act Man. (BNA)

Americans with Disabilities Cases
Format: Bound and looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Am. with Disabilities Cas. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Mowat v. Transportation Unlimited, 2 Am. with Disabilities Cas. (BNA) 433 (8th Cir. 1992)

Antitrust & Trade Regulation Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA)

BNA's Banking Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Banking Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “New CRA Rules Will Transfer Most of Compliance Burden to Regulations,” 64 Banking Rep. (BNA) No. 18, at 848 (May 1, 1995)

BNA's Bankruptcy Law Reporter
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Bankr. L. Rep. (BNA)
Benefits & Compensation Management Update
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Ben. & Comp. Mgmt. Update (BNA)

Benefits & Compensation Practitioner’s Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Benefits Practice Center
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

BNA’s State Health Care Regulatory Developments
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: St. Health Care Reg. Dev. (BNA)

BNA/ACCA Compliance Manual: Prevention of Corporate Liability
Format: Looseleaf and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Compl. Man.: Prevention Corp. Liab. (BNA/ACCA)

Bulletin to Management
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Bull. to Mgmt. (BNA)

Canadian Environment & Safety Library
Format: DVD
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Chemical Regulation Reporter
Format: Looseleaf and newsletter

Chemical Regulation Reporter Current Reports
Format: Newsletter

Class Action Litigation Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Class Action Litig. Rep. (BNA)

Collective Bargaining Bulletin
Format: Newsletter and PDF
Bluebook Cite Format: Collective Bargaining Bull. (BNA)

Collective Bargaining Negotiations and Contracts
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Collective Bargaining Negot. & Cont. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Basic Patterns: Layoff, Rehiring, and Work Sharing, 2 Collective Bargaining Negot. & Cont. (BNA) 60:1 (Apr. 27, 1995)

BNA’s Compensation & Benefits Library on CD
Format: CD-ROM and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: varies; consult your librarian
Compensation and Benefits Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Computer Technology Law Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Computer Tech. L. Rep. (BNA)

Construction Labor Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Construction Lab. Rep. (BNA)

Corporate Accountability Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Corp. Accountability Rep. (BNA)

Corporate Counsel Library
Format: Web reference and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: varies; consult your librarian

BNA’s Corporate Counsel Weekly
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Corp. Couns. Wkly. (BNA)

Corporate Governance Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: May cite to Corp. Governance Man. (BNA) or Corp. Governance Rep. (BNA)

Corporate Governance Manual
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Corp. Governance Man. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Notice and Proxy Statement,” Corp. Governance Man. (BNA) 2:B-201 (July 2007)

Corporate Governance Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Corp. Governance Rep. (BNA)

Corporate Practice Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: May cite to Corp. Prac. Ser. (BNA) or Corp. Couns. Wkly. (BNA)

The Criminal Law Reporter
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Crim. L. Rep. (BNA)

Daily Labor Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Daily Lab. Rep. (BNA)

Daily Report for Executives
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Daily Rep. Exec. (BNA)

Daily Tax Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Daily Tax Rep. (BNA)
EEOC Compliance Manual
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: EEOC Compl. Man. (BNA)

EEOC Compliance Manual
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: EEOC Compl. Man. (BNA)

EHS Quarterly Review
Format: PDF
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Electronic Commerce & Law Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Electronic Com. & L. Rep. (BNA)

Employee Benefits Cases
Format: Bound and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Emp. Ben. Cas. (BNA)

Employee Benefits Library
Format: DVD and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

BNA's Employment Discrimination Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Emp. Discrimination Rep. (BNA)

Employment Guide
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Emp. Guide (BNA)

Employment Guide
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Emp. Guide (BNA)

Environment and Safety Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Environment Library
Format: DVD
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Environment Reporter
Format: Newsletter, Looseleaf and bound
Bluebook Cite Format: Env’t Rep. (BNA)

BNA’s Environmental Compliance Bulletin
Format: Newsletter

BNA’s Environmental Due Diligence Guide
Format: Looseleaf and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Envtl. Due Diligence Guide (BNA)
BNA's Environmental Due Diligence Guide Report
Format: Newsletter

ERISA Compliance & Enforcement Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Expert Evidence Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Expert Evidence Rep. (BNA)

Export Reference Guide
Format: CD-ROM
Bluebook Cite Format: Export Reference Guide (BNA)

Export Reference Guide
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Export Reference Guide (BNA)

Fair Employment Practice Cases
Format: Bound
Bluebook Cite Format: Fair Emp. Prac. Cas. (BNA)

Fair Employment Practices Manual
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Fair Emp. Prac. Man. (BNA)

The Family Law Reporter
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Fam. L. Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Post-Separation Disability Benefits are Husband’s Separate Property,” 21 Fam. L. Rep. (BNA) No. 23, at 1275 (Apr. 18, 1995)

Federal Contracts Report
Format: Newsletter

BNA's Federal Environment & Safety Regulatory Monitoring Report
Format: Newsletter

Government Employee Relations Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Gov’t Emp. Rel. Rep. (BNA)

Hazardous Materials Transportation
Format: Looseleaf and newsletter

Health Care Compliance Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian
BNA's Health Care Fraud Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Health Care Fraud Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “New Model Law Provides States Framework to Address Managed Care Fraud,” 1 Health Care Fraud Rep. (BNA) No. 2, at 47 (Jan. 29, 1997)

BNA's Health Care Policy Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Health Care Pol’y Rep. (BNA)

Health Care Program Compliance Guide
Format: Looseleaf and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Health Care Program Compl. Guide (BNA)

Health Care Program Compliance Guide Monthly Focus
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Health Care Program Compl. Guide Monthly Focus (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Properly Structured Call Pay Arrangements Can Win OIG Approval, Hospital Attorney Says,” 8 Health Care Program Compl. Guide Monthly Focus (BNA) No. 6, at 21 (Dec. 17, 2007)

Health Law & Business Library
Format: Web reference and CD-ROM
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

BNA's Health Law & Business Series
Format: Portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Health L. & Bus. Ser. (BNA)

BNA's Health Law Reporter
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Health L. Rep. (BNA)

Health Plan & Provider Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Health Plan & Provider Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “NYLCare Fined $100,000 for Failure To Respond to Complaints, State Says,” 6 Health Plan and Provider Rep. (BNA) No. 28, at 833 (July 12, 2000)

Human Resources Library
Format: CD-ROM and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Human Resources Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Human Resources Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Hum. Resources Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Boeing Workers Seek $82 million in Damages for Alleged Racial Bias, Sexual Harassment,” 16 Hum. Resources Rep (BNA) No. 11, at 290 (Mar. 23, 1998)

Individual Employment Rights Cases
Format: Looseleaf and bound
Bluebook Cite Format: Individual Emp. Rts. Cas. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Krashna v. Oliver Realty, 5 Individual Emp. Rts. Cas. (BNA) 111 (3d Cir. 1990)

Individual Employment Rights Manual
Format: Looseleaf
Infrastructure Investment & Policy Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Infrastructure Inv. & Pol’y Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “$7 Billion Highway Trust Fund Infusion Clears Senate, Moves on to White House,” 1 Infrastructure Inv.& Pol’y Rep. (BNA) No. 21, at 5 (Aug. 3, 2009)

Intellectual Property Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Intellectual Property Library (Second Series)
Format: CD-ROM and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

International Environment Reporter
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Int’l Env’t Rep. (BNA)

International Trade Reporter
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Int’l Trade Rep. (BNA)

International Trade Reporter Decisions
Format: Looseleaf and bound

International Trade Reporter Export Reference Manual
Format: Looseleaf

International Trade Reporter Import Reference Manual
Format: Looseleaf

IRS Practice Adviser
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: IRS Prac. Adviser (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: IRS Prac. Adviser (BNA), http://taxandaccounting.bna.com/btac/ (follow “Federal Tax” tab; then follow “IRS Practice Adviser” hyperlink)

IRS Practice Adviser Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. IRS Prac. Adviser Rep. (BNA)

Job Safety and Health
Format: Looseleaf and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Job Safety & Health (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: OSHA--State Programs, Job Safety & Health (BNA) 701:301 (Oct. 15, 1991)

Labor & Employment Law Library
Format: DVD
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian
**Labor and Employment Law Library**
Format: Web reference and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

**Labor Arbitration and Dispute Settlements**
Format: Looseleaf and bound

**Labor Arbitration Reports**
Format: Bound

**Labor Relations Expediter**
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Lab. Rel. Expediter (BNA)

**Labor Relations Reference Manual**
Format: Bound
Bluebook Cite Format: L.R.R.M. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Ozark Interiors v. Local 978, 139 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 2593 (8th Cir. 1992)

**Labor Relations Reporter**
Format: Newsletter, looseleaf, and bound
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

**Labor Relations Week**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Lab. Rel. Wk. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “House GOP Moves Ahead with Bill to Impose Freeze on Regulations,” 9 Lab. Rel. Wk. (BNA) No. 1, at 7 (Jan. 11, 1995)

**Labor-Management Relations**
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: L.R.R.M. (BNA)

**Life Sciences Law & Industry Report**
Format: Newsletter

**Media Law Reporter**
Format: Looseleaf and bound
Bluebook Cite Format: Media L. Rep. (BNA)

**Medical Devices Law & Industry Report**
Format: Newsletter

**Medical Research Law & Policy Report**
Format: Newsletter

**Medicare Drug Watch**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Medicare Drug Watch (BNA)
BNA's Medicare Report  
Format: Newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Medicare Rep. (BNA)  

Mergers & Acquisitions Law Report  
Format: Newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Mergers & Acquisitions L. Rep. (BNA)  

Occupational Safety & Health Reporter  
Format: Newsletter, looseleaf, and bound  
Bluebook Cite Format: O.S.H. Rep. (BNA)  

Occupational Safety & Health Reporter cases  
Format: Looseleaf and bound  
Bluebook Cite Format: O.S.H. Cas. (BNA)  
Example Bluebook Cite: Hamilton Fixture v. Secretary of Labor, 16 O.S.H. Cas. (BNA) 1889 (6th Cir. 1994)

BNA's Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal  
Format: Newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Pat. Trademark & Copyright J. (BNA)  

Payroll Administration Guide  
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf  
Bluebook Cite Format: Payroll Admin. Guide (BNA)  

Payroll Library  
Format: CD-ROM and newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Payroll Library  
Format: Web reference  
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

BNA Pension & Benefits Reporter  
Format: Newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Pens. & Benefits Rep. (BNA)  

Pharmaceutical Law & Industry Daily  
Format: Newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Pharm. L. & Industry Daily (BNA)  

Pharmaceutical Law & Industry Report  
Format: Newsletter  
Bluebook Cite Format: Pharm. L. & Industry Rep. (BNA)  

Portfolios Plus  
Format: CD-ROM  
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian
Prevention of Corporate Liability: Current Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Prevention Corp. Liab.: Current Rep. (BNA)

Privacy & Security Law Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Privacy & Sec. L. Rep. (BNA)

Product Safety & Liability Reporter
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf

Real Estate Law & Industry Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Real Est. L. & Industry Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Credit Rating Agencies the Focus of Treasury Department Regulatory Proposal,” 2 Real Est. L. & Industry Rep. (BNA) No. 15, at 756 (July 28, 2009)

Right-To-Know Planning Guide
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Right-to-Know Plan. Guide (BNA)

Right-To-Know Planning Guide Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Right-to-Know Plan. Guide (BNA)

Safety Library
Format: DVD and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

safety.bna.com
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Securities Regulation & Law Report
Format: Newsletter

BNA’s State Environment & Safety Regulatory Monitoring Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: St. Env’t & Safety Reg. Monitoring Rep. (BNA)

BNA’s State HIPAA and Privacy Monitoring Report
Format: E-mail
Bluebook Cite Format: St. HIPAA & Privacy Monitoring Rep. (BNA)

State Labor Laws
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: St. Lab. Laws (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “California Minimum Wage,” 4 St. Lab. Laws (BNA) at SLL 14:301 (Dec. 10, 2007)
Tax Management Compensation Planning Journal
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Comp. Plan. J. (BNA)

Tax Management Compensation Planning Portfolios
Format: Newsletter and portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section & page)

Tax Management Estates, Gifts and Trusts Journal
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Est. Gifts & Tr. J. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Marvin Goodson, “Private Medical Research Organizations: Long-Term Research Funding Source for Non-Profit Hospitals,” 20 Tax Mgmt. Est. Gifts & Tr. J. (BNA) No. 2, at 75 (Mar. 9, 1995)

Tax Management Estates, Gifts and Trusts Portfolios
Format: Newsletter and portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section & page)

Tax Management Financial Planning Journal
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Fin. Plan. J. (BNA)

Tax Management Foreign Income Portfolios
Format: Newsletter and portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section & page)

Tax Management Interactive Forms
Format: CD-ROM
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Interactive Forms (BNA)

Tax Management International Journal
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Int’l J. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Edwin J. Reavey, “IRS Restates its Denial of Foreign Tax Credits Where Competent Authority Relief is Not Sought,” 22 Tax Mgmt. Int’l J. (BNA) No. 1, at 34 (Jan. 8, 1993)

Tax Management Memorandum
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Mem. (BNA)

Tax Management Multistate Tax Portfolios
Format: Portfolio, Newsletter, and Listserv
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section, & page)

Tax Management Multistate Tax Portfolios Plus for Windows
Format: CD-ROM and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian
Tax Management Multistate Tax Report
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section, & page)

Tax Management Portfolios
Format: Portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section, & page)
Example Bluebook Cite: See specific series (e.g., Tax Management U.S. Income Portfolios, Tax Management Foreign Income Portfolios, etc.)

Tax Management Primary Sources Series V
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Primary Sources Ser. V (BNA)

Tax Management Primary Sources Washington Tax Review
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Primary Sources Wash. Tax Rev. (BNA)

Tax Management Real Estate Journal
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. Real Est. J. (BNA)

Tax Management Real Estate Portfolios
Format: Newsletter and portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section & page)

Tax Management State Tax Portfolios Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Tax Management Tax Practice Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Tax Management Transfer Pricing Portfolio Series
Format: Portfolio and newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) Transfer Pricing

Tax Management U.S. Income Portfolios
Format: Portfolio
Bluebook Cite Format: Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (series, section & page)

Tax Management U.S. Income Portfolios Library
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

Tax Management Weekly Report
Format: Newsletter

Tax Practice Series Bulletin
Format: Newsletter
**TM Federal & State Tax Library**
Format: CD-ROM
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

**Toxics Law Reporter**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Toxics L. Rep. (BNA)

**Union Labor Report**
Format: Newsletter and looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Union Lab. Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Duties of Local Union Officers, 2 Union Lab. Rep. 97:101 (1971)

**Union Labor Report Newsletter**
Format: Newsletter

**Union Resource Library**
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: Varies; consult your librarian

**The United States Law Week**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: U.S.L.W.

**The United States Patents Quarterly**
Format: Newsletter, looseleaf, and bound
Bluebook Cite Format: U.S.P.Q. 2d (BNA)

**Wage and Hour Cases**
Format: Looseleaf and bound
Bluebook Cite Format: Wage & Hour Cas. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: Donovan v. Brown Equipment, 25 Wage & Hour Cas. (BNA) 306 (5th Cir. 1982)

**Wage and Hour Manual**
Format: Looseleaf
Bluebook Cite Format: Wage & Hour Man. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Private Sector Opinion Letters Retail Employees/Commissions,” 6A Wage & Hour Man. (BNA), at WHM 99:1001 (July 11, 2005)

**White Collar Crime Report**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: White Collar Crime Rep. (BNA)

**World Climate Change Report**
Format: Web reference
Bluebook Cite Format: World Climate Change Rep. (BNA)

**Workforce Strategies**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Workforce Strategies (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Restructuring Will Shift to People Factors, Study Says, 6 Workforce Strategies (BNA) No. 4, at WS-21 (Apr. 4, 1995)

**Workplace Immigration Report**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Workplace Immigr. Rep. (BNA)
Example Bluebook Cite: “Court Finds No Bias in Ham Plant’s Firing of Iraqi Muslim Who Refused to Touch Pork,” 1 Workplace Immigr. Rep. (BNA), No. 2, at 51 (Nov. 5, 2007)

**Workplace Law Report**
Format: Newsletter
Bluebook Cite Format: Workplace L. Rep. (BNA)